Within Appendix A of the Affiliation Agreement between Bloomsburg University (BU) and Lehigh Carbon Community College (LCCC) for the AAS to BSN, the LCCC MATH 150 Intro to Probability and Statistics course (in the General Education section) is being replaced by MATH 121 Mathematics for Allied Health Sciences.

The MATH 150 Intro to Probability and Statistics will move into the “Courses which can be advised to take and transfer in”….section and will continue to transfer in as MATH 141 Statistics for the Bloomsburg Required Courses in the RN-BSN Nursing Program.

The required MATH 121 Mathematics for Allied Health Sciences will be accepted as MATH 116 for a three (3) credit, 2 GEPs in Goal 3 for a transfer into Bloomsburg University General Education Requirements.

This change in credit allotment (addition of 3 credits) will take the possible credit transfer from 78 credits to 81 credits. See page two of executed Affiliation Agreement from May, 2018.

The following items will apply to all matriculated students who have earned Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) Degree in Nursing at LCCC:

1. A block transfer of 72 credits will be accepted from LCCC for graduates of the Nursing A.A.S. degree. Additional courses not used to satisfy requirements in the A.A.S. Nursing degree will be evaluated for transfer credit on a course-by-course basis for up to a total of 81 credits (see Appendix A). Therefore, up to 6 additional credits that qualify for required GEP courses may be earned at LCCC as noted in Appendix A. The student must complete 30 of their last 60 credits at Bloomsburg University to be granted the BSN. Credits earned at a college or institution which does not hold accreditation by a regional accrediting body will not transfer.

This addendum will take effect permanently beginning in the Fall 2019 semester.